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AVST has been enhancing campus communications for three

decades. We have extensive experience in making the most

of your current infrastructure while providing you with your
best options for the future.
Please:jqin us at our educational campus resource center at:
www'avst.com/ed ucation
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At our resource center, you'll see for yourself what hundreds

To learn more, visit:
www. avst. com/ed u cati o n

AVST is Unifying Communications

Events Calendar

Summer Seminar

July 17-20,2011

Hyatt Regency
Baltimore, Maryland

Fall Seminar

October g-12,2011

Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Boston, Massachusetts

Winter Seminar

January 22-25,2012

Renaissance Esmeralda
Palm Springs, California

Annual Conference

April29-May 2,2012

JWMarriott
lndianapolis, lndiana

ACUTA's Core Purpose

is to support higher education information communications
technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the strategic mission of
their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:

.
.
.
.
.

Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and solutions
Fulfilling a commitment to professional development and growth
Advocating the strategic value of information communications technologies in higher
education
Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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...[N]o single method of delivery is

100

percent reliable. If it were, we would all
just use it. SMS has dead spots, screen
pops do no good if you are not at your
desk, and so on. When you consider
these and other

limitations and add

in the fact that losing even one life is
not acceptable, the answer is that you
cannot have too many methods of

notifling.
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Chartered long before the American Revolution, the College of
William and Mary is the second-oldest university in the U.S.
'fhomas Jefferson received his undergraduate
education here, as did feliow presidents John

TylerandJamesMonroe.GeorgeWashington
earned his surveyor's license through the

college.

#;;*: f-l_

began a year-long search for a new communications platform.

They eventually selected an IP Unified Communications
solution from ShoreTel. The choice was made
following two months of testing in a lab

_,__T_

l*

W3 )nQfelgl

environment.Nootherprovidercamecloseto
matching the performance, value and ease of
management of the ShoreTel solution.

became difficult to find
replacernent parts for a svstem that was, according to one

To learn more about how ShoreTel can provide
historic improvements to your communications infrastructure,
contact Eric Bowling, VP Sales, IPC Technologies, at

representative, "o1d enough to purchase alcohol," the universitv

877

Historv is celebratecl here

-

except when it came to an

aging phone system. When

it

The Unified Cottntunications Adoisor

.9

for

47

.2835 Ext. 3216.

The College oJWilliam

I

Mary
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March 11, 2011: The world experiences one
of the most destructive earthquakes and as-

.

sociated tsunamis in modern times, result-

tolerance

ing in more than 14,000 deaths, with more
than 13,000 people still missing. Long-term
impact of the resulting nuclear meltdown is
unknown.

'

April 201 1 : The number of tornadoes for one
month shatters the old record, leaving thousands homeless and more than 300 dead.

May 2011: The worst flooding since the
1920s and'30s is devastating the Mississippi

River Valley.
One thing we have learned from these
events is the need to communicate

quickly

and accurately. Having a reliable alert system

Emergency Notif ication
Our

Most

I

m po

rtant

:

with near 100 percent penetration for our
population is essential. Although we cannot
prevent the water from rising or the snow
and winds from blowing, we can notifii our
constituents instantly with safety informa-

Toot ffi:;*':il"|,:11 ;:jffi'"'"1:'-:;-"
people safe.

I am

a

member of the Emergency

Management Executive Team (EMET) at
Boston College (BC). The EMET includes
representatives from the president's office,
the university police,

Il

facility services, risk

management, auxiliary services, the provost's
office, and several other departments. This

group has been meeting since 2001, following the 9/11 disaster. After 10 years of
planning and addressing our weaknesses,
BC is in a better position to manage disaster
situations and business continuity. Some of
F,MET's achievements include the following:

.

A planning and preparedness process led

by universit y executives

.

The hiring of a director of emergency

management

.

The development of a comprehensive
emergency management plan

A $1 million upgrade of our two-way
radio system for redundancy and fault
Continuous testing of emergency plans

and procedures

.

Establishment of an emergency opera-

tion center (EOC)

.

A new hosted 800 emergency informa-

tion number ( 888-BOS-COLL)

.

Development of departmental business

continuity plans

. Creation of a website for emergency
preparedness and alerts (www.bc.edu/
emergency)

.

An emergency e-mail and hosted text

alert system

.

The addition of virtual private network

capacity for large-scale remote access

.

The installation of a distributed antenna
system (DAS) for some campus buildings
and planned for all

Many of us on the EMET believe that
for our geographic location the most likely
and difficult disaster to manage would be
either a pandemic or an extensive storm
leading to prolonged power outages and related infrastructure disruptions. Although
we tend to think in terms of individual
events, recent history has shown that

mul-

tiple disasters often happen simultaneously.

Our challenge is to create

a

culture of

preparedness. It requires staff, faculty,
and most importantly students working
together to create a safe and secure community.

The BC emergency notification system,
in place since 2007, consists of several technologies to relay emergency information.
These include text message alerts to cell

phones of community members who have
registered their numbers specifically for
this purpose, e-mail messages to all bc.edu
accounts, and postings to numerous uni-

6
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versity webpages. The notification system
has been used several times over the last

couple ofyears for events such as weatherrelated closings, chemical emergencies, and

major water emergency. Each semester,
the system is tested with the entire campus
community to ensure that people are famila

iar with the system.

lohn Tommaney, director of emergency
management at BC, provided me with his

can happen, what you should do, how to be
informed, and how to be ready."

Testing is an important aspect of our
preparedness process. Over the past five
years, the

IT department at Boston Col-

lege has conducted a simulated exercise

of restoring the BC data center from a
catastrophic event. Several ITS stafftravel
to a "cold" recovery site in eastern New
York. Backup tapes from our off-campus

summary of the BC emergency planning
strategy: "As director, my goal is to promote
the culture of preparedness, to have our

data storage partner are delivered to the site

community members armed with enough
knowledge and information to know what
to do in an emergency and how to take care
of themselves in a crisis. It's really about the
basics: knowledge about emergencies that

a few key systems has evolr.ed

and are rebuilt and verified. What started
as a modest exercise

to remotely recover

into an an-

nual event incorporating more and more
systems and applications. In April the team
successfully recovered 44 servers, running

26 critical applications in just 2.5 days.

Leo Chaharyn, director of systems management at Boston Co11ege, is responsible

for the planning and coordination of this
effort. In Leo's words, "By starting small
and making the plan larger each year we've
developed a comprehensive, cost-effective,
disaster recovery plan for our data center in

short period of time. The development of
the plan hasn't strained our resources and
the plan lits BC recovery objectives very
well."
a

Articles in this issue of the ACUTA lourncl should resonate with our membership.
Please consider how they relate to your
situation at your institution. Share your
ideas

with Pat Scott at pscott@acuta.org.

a

As Wikipedia points out, "the shot heard

During the ENS growth and maturation

'round the world" is a phrase that has come
to represent several historical incidents. The
line is originally from Ralph Waldo Emerson's
"Concord Hymn" ( 1837), referring to the
beginning of the American Revolutionary
War. The war began when someone pulled the
trigger in an armed stand-off between British
forces and Iocal militia, turning civil disorder
into the battles of Lexington and Concord.
Later, the phrase became synonymous

with

the shot that killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand
and plunged Europe into World War I. Since
then, the phrase has also been used to allude

to the importance of single actions in sporting
and other cultural and social events.
Two hundred thirty-two years after the
start of the American Revolution, almost to
the day, Virginia Tech experienced one of the
deadliest shootings by a single gunman in our

The Shot Heard
'Round the World

history, on or off a school campus. This devastating event led to the explosion of investment

in emergency management systems.

It was the tipping point for the emergency
notification system (ENS) industry when
schools rushed into feasibility studies, initially
for the provision of text messaging to students.
Resources, scope, financial feasibility, and the availability and
limitations of technology were explored. ACUTA was found
to be a great source of information about ENS vendors and
the emerging school experience with ENS. A blaze of activity
occurred on the listserv, and archived messages were combed to
glean ideas.

as

Publications from Gartner and other research firms helped,
did other publications from schools, such as the Final Report

on Study and Demonstration of Emergency Communications

for Florida Uni'ttersity and Community College CamWebinars and best practices for emergency preparedness
sponsored and prepared by ENS providers and schools, such as
Systems

pr.rses.

Princeton University, augmented our initial research.
fust as Parkinson's Principle ("Work expands to fill the time
available") predicted, a plethora of technology grew to fill the
anytime, any.r,vhere needs of universities. We have spent a lot of
time over the last few years looking at new ways to effectively
communicate with our on- and off-campus populations, including the media, during a crisis. And a crisis may be defined
in many different ways, from a bomb scare to a severe weather
situation to a random sniper, and the responsibility for the
safety of our residents is huge.

8
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process we learned to do the following:

1.

Endorse a holistic university approach

with public safety as the driver
2. Identify appropriate database owners

J.

Automate and streamline maintenance

procedures

a. Simplif, deployment procedures

in the

event of an emergency

5.

Utilize a layered approach to emergency

notification

6.

Adhere to federal rules, regulations and

guidelines

7.
8.

Test

routinely

Communicate efficiently and effectively

In the following pages you will learn the
key ingredients for the successful implementation and maintenance of any system:
system ownership and governance. You

will

explore the integration of real-world opera-

tions with ongoing research in emergency
communications as Murray State University
reveals its discoveries, such as the

impor-

tance of communications in an emergency
and the necessity of redundancy. You will
walk through actual processes and glimpse
a

vehicle-mounted mobile command post

and communications system that has been
deployed and managed during small- and
large-scale tests as well as actual emergency

situations.
Notre Dame provides a description of its
IP-based public address system, and Texas
A&M helps us question how much is too

much as it describes the different types of
multimodal systems deployed on campus.
You will note that the growth and matu-

ration of ENS continues. New technologies
abound, and old ways of doing things are
constantly reexamined with the bottom line
always in view: How can we do more with
less?

We question how to harness mobility and
social media possibilities. We have made vast

improvements, but we still have a long way to
go. So the striving for perfection continues,
which is good-after all, you wouldn't expect
us to rest on our laurels, would you?

a
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At TaLk-A-Phone, we pride ourselves on belng the industry
leader in engineenng and manufacturing retiabte, siate-ofthe-art security communications devices.
0urV0lP-500 Series phone is part of our [ongstanding tradition
of bringing you the most dependabte products in the market.

0ur
VOIP.SOO 5ER!ES PHONE

knowtedgeabl.e sates

staff, system speciatists,

and

customer support can heLp you transition from your current
anaLog security phone system to Vorce over lP, or to design a
new Vol P impLementation.

'oTolk-A-Phone's support team
wos omazing to wark with. These
the things that moke

lre

So whether you're in Security or lT, you'LL have peace of mind

knowing you're getting both the best support and products.

customers Like us come bock ta
companies Like Talk-A-Phone.
Agoin, thonks for yaur heLp."
Carolyn Trait
Tetecommunications Manager,
Roanoke Cottege
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TALK
A PHONE
Creating Communications Solutions'
Proudty manufactured in the
United States for over 75 years

www.tatka phone.com

.

773.539.11OO

lntegrating Real-World Operations with
Research in Emergency Communications
Michael Bowman, PhD

During an emergency, communication

and continue to operate despite the harsh

Randall Winchester

among responders, campus officials, and

conditions of a storm, flood, earthquake, or
man-made disaster. Further, these systems
must be flexible, adaptable, and easy to use
so that they serve their purpose regardless
of both the nature of the emergency and
who responds to it.

Randall loyce

Murray State Unit ersity

other decision makers is essential for effective response and recovery. Notifying the
public of threats and conditions is vitally
important to public safety and effective
response. An academic campus is rarely an
isiand isolated from the rest of the world, so
the effectiveness of an on-campus response
effort also typically affects the surrounding
community.
Numerous emergency and crisis
situations since September 11, 2001, have
provided dramatic evidence that effective
emergency communication and notification can be the difference between life and
death. The effectiveness of these systems
is not a straightforward technical issue of

Figure

1.

First responders-including police,
hre and rescue, ambulance, and hazardous

material (hazmat) teams-typically and
traditionally use different communication
systems on different frequencies, and employ their own unique jargon, codes, and
operational approaches. These differences
can dramatically influence the effectiveness
of a response when these groups must be
integrated during an emergency. Lack of
in

teroperability between comm unication

power, range, and throughput. The systems

systems can have deadly impacts, as seen

must be affordable or they will not be purchased in the first place. The systems must
be robust and redundant enough to survive

New York on September

Original MITOC

1

in

I , 200 1. '

Current Campus Systems

Murray State University is a public university in western Kentucky with just under
1

1,000 students. The university is located

near the center of the region between the
cities of St. Louis, Memphis, and Nashville
the heart of the New Madrid earth-

-in
quake zone. The university

employs typical

staff, systems, and approaches for cam-

puswide emergency communication and

notification.
Murray has its own state-commissioned
police who operate an emergency operation
center and 91 I system. Desktop phones and
emergency call boxes around the campus

link directly to the campus police. The university has an emergency notification system from Federal Signal that can broadcast
warning sirens and voice messages across
>
1

0
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the campus from four large towers and

numerous smaller subsystems. Emergency
messages are also displayed on campus
desktop phones and sent as text messages to
students. Fire, rescue, ambulance, and other
first responders are provided by the Iocal

community, not by the university.
University safety systems have been put
to the test in the recent past, with a fatal
dormitory fire in 1998 and a massive ice
storm in 2009 that knocked out power,
communications, and most services for
several days, affecting more than 2

million

people in the region. The ice storm came
only days after the opening of a new campus public safety building and emergency

operations center. The new emergency
operations center and its diesel generator
worked well throughout this crisis, even
supporting local city and county officials
while most of the surrounding counties
and towns were left in the dark.
Research and Rapid Prototyping of Emergency
Communication Systems
Since 2005 the

Murray State University

Center for Telecommunications System
Management (CTSM) has been involved in
a series of research and rapid prototyping
projects funded by the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) and involving numerous academic and commercial
collaborators. The original project was
initiated by the University of Louisville,

with Murray State as a subcontractor. It
resulted in a vehicle-mounted mobile command post and communications svstem
that has been deployed to and operated at
numerous large- and smal1-scale real-world
emergencies and exercises since 2005.r By
the final year of this multiyear project,

Murray State University had assumed the
lead development role, and it has been the
lead and provided the principle investigator

for subsequent pro jects.

1

2
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A key element in all the projects listed
below has been the involvement of end

Figure 2. MITOC-ET

users in the development of requirements,

early testing of prototypes, and field use of
systems. The university police, city police
and fire department, local county sheriff 's
office, regional hazmat personnel, and the

regional emergency services coordinator
have all participated in the development
and testing of these systems.

The research obl'ectives for these DHS
projects include goals for affordability and

commercialization of the systems designed.
While robust communication capabilities
are a baseline requirement, the designed
solutions must also be affordable for small
and rural communities and organizations.

ln addition to continued research and

tion capability for the regional emergency
operations center controlling 19 counties
in western Kentucky during the 2009 ice
storm and recovery.

development of advanced systems, Murray
State University also produces, sells, and
supports a variety of commercial variants
of these systems. More than three dozen

system fits into a carry-on-sized suitcase yet

production units of various conligurations

still offers most of the capabilities of the

.

Suitcase comr-nand post. The latest version of our emergency communications

have been sold and delivered to date.

original vehicle-mounted systems. The

.

MITOC Entry Team (MITOC-ET), as seen
in Figure 2 is r.ery low cost, small, lightweight, flexib1e, and battery operated with

Original MITOC. The result of the origi-

nal research project was called the Man-

portable, Interoperable, Tactical Operations
Center, or MITOC. This early version
included a variety of components that
could be transported in a single small vehic1e and hand transferred by a small team.
Upon arrival at an emergency, the team
could quickly transform the MITOC components into a robust command post with
satellite communications, wireless networks
and laptop computers, radio interoperability equipment, and other systems essential
lor organizing and executing emergency

solar recharging. This system provides
voice phone calling, a WiFi-based local

network, and Internet connectivity through
three dilferent means of communication to
the outside world from which an incident
commander (lC ) can choose given any situation. These choices include wired Ethernet
or.er an existing network, celluiar network
with multiple air cards, and satellite network via a BGAN (broadband global area
network) portable satellite terminal.

rnanagement and crisis response in evelt

MITOC-ET connectivity options give

the harshest conditions. This original sys-

the IC robust communications in any situation, yet allow the IC to choose a cost-

tem required several transit cases full of
equipment, used a large satellite dish, and
took several minutes to put into operation.
An updated version of the system shown in
Figure I provided the primary communica-

Technology n
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effective solution when available. When
an existing wired network is available, the

MITOC-ET can be connected via WiFi or
patch cable to a network R|45 port. This

r,
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Deliver Desktop Notifications Across Your School In An lnstant
Sometimes you cafit'Wiit'forSomeone to read their emails or check the school intranet or sometimes you just need to
get your message out there in a hurry!
NetSupport Notify removes the barriers associated with traditional forms of communication by enablinE administrators
to deliver alerts and notifications direct to all or selected desktops across a school network within seconds. The delivered
message automatically takes screen focus on recipient computers so it can't be skipped, ignored or saved for later.
Messages can be fully branded with your school colors and logo and can be accompanied by an audible alert for added
impact.
Whether it's general news, lT announcements or even security alerts, NetSupport Notify ensures your message grabs the
receiver's attention.

NetSupport has been delivering best-of-breed desktop management solutions for over 20 years and with over 9 million
systems currently supported worldwide, you can be sure to maximize your return on investment with Netsupport
software.

For more information and to download a free 30 day trial please visit
www. n ets u p po rt n otifY.com

approach provides the IC the lowest-cost,
highest-bandwidth capability. If no wired
network is available but the commercial
cellular phone network is operational, the

MITOC-ET can use multiple air cards from
multiple service providers to support
moderate-cost and moderate-bandwidth
communications. If all other communication
paths are down, then communication via
satellite connection is the final choice. Con-

nectivity through the BGAN satellite terminal
is the most expensive and lowest-bandwidth
connectivity option, so it is reserved for the
most severe circumstances. Although expensive, satellite connectivity

will allow com-

munication even when services are disrupted
over a very widespread region due to a catastrophic event such as a major earthquake.

based on radio over IP has been developed

and demonstrated to local and regional
first responders. The system is currently

undergoing operational tests involving
Murray State police. Figure 3 shows the
operational test equipment currently in use
in the campus police dispatch center.

.

and commercial organ izations.

Advanced emergency management radios. As a result ofseveral years ofeffective

This research and rapid prototyping
involves real-world first responders at every

emergency communications research and
rapid prototyping, Murray State University

tems that work in the lab are taken first to

was the only academic

institution selected

stage,

including our university police.

Sys-

to participate in the recent DHS multiband

demonstrations for potential users. Systems
that pass this first user exposure are used

radio pilot test and evaluation project.a The
university developed and implemented an

in exercises and drills by first responders,
and finally, systems that pass muster in

Figure 3. Radio interoperability prototype

The MITOC-ET utilizes smartphones
running the Android operating system as

exercises are used

in real-world emergency

responses. The success of the systems is
demonstrated by their commercial sale,
and by continued funding from DHS for

further research.

multipurpose tools that provide the IC and
first responders with voice communications,
GPS, Web access, and

work for DHS include goals for affordability and commercialization, and this project
has resulted in the manufacture, sale, delivery, and operational use of more than three
dozen MITOC units of different configurations to regional government, non-profit,

Our three authors are all from Murray State University in

Kentucky. l/ichael Bowman PhD, is an associate proles-

multimedia reporting

sor of telecommunications system management. Reach

using still photos, video, text messages, and

him at michael.bowman

@

munaystate.edu.

e-mail. The smartphones can provide voice
communication through available cellular
networks, or via VoIP on the MITOC-ET

Systems Management. Reach him at rwinchester@

WiFi bubble.

murraystate.edu.

Randall Winchester is a full-time communications
researcher with the Center for Telecommunications

Powering a communication system is

Bandall Joyce is a graduate asststant with the Center for

critical issue in emergency management
situations. The MITOC-ET is self-contained
and self-sustaining. The MITOC-ET central
unit runs on a high-capacity lithium battery
a

Telecommunication Systems Management. He can be
reached at randallS6l @gmail.com.
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Summary and Conclusions

The work of integrating real-world campus
emergency communication and notifica-

tion operations with academic research
and rapid prototyping has been funded
by DHS. This work has been conducted

primarily at Murray State University, beginning in 2005 and continuing with ongoing
multiyear contracts. The provisions of this
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Communicating effectively and quickly in an emergency
is one of the most critical responsibilities that colleges and
universities face. And with students, faculty and staff spread
unreachable through web-based
over miles
- and many
the challenge is much greater
alerting to personal devices
plan,
and the expertise and
To reach them all you need a
With
Sygnal mass notiflcation
it.
to
execute
service necessary

you can leverage new and existing communication systems
to reach people inside, outside and at their side. Sygnal
mass notification provides a single point of control by which
you can launch several communications simultaneously. The
result is maximum contactibility when it matters most. With
Sygnal mass notification you really can reach them all.

Answers for infrastructure.

lnstallation of an lP-Based Public Address
System at the University of Notre Dame

Steve Ellis
University of Notre Dame

The memories we shared from Virginia
Tech's tragedy in April 2007 are in many

We decided to deploy the service over
Category 5 UTP. After many years of wiring

ways the drivers behind this project. Notre

upgrades, there was a surplus of CAI 5.
Our first trial went well, but the volume

Dame began a trial project with an emergency alert service in late 2006. Following

was a problem. It just wasn't loud enough.

the events at Virginia Tech the next spring,
we completed our testing and put our

Even though the Digital Acoustics amplifier and used speaker we pressed back into

emergency alert service into place. But we
knew we could do more.

service did we1l, we were hoping for a better
audio experience.

A vendor of IP-based public address
our Integrated Communications Services (ICS) department

First Trials

systems approached

and presented its capabilities. After an initial evaluation and market survey, we chose

Digital Acoustics and began to plan some
trials.

The next trial phase included three different locations: one residence hall, an outside

open-air events area, and the ICS office.
These trial areas had varying degrees of
success but met the fundamental requirements of broadcasting a public address
announcement.
The partial success of the last trial was
our biggest concern. We found that the
product had a distance limitation when us-

ing UTP. After rewiring a few test locations
with 18AWG speaker wire, the distance
problems improved substantially. Digital
Acoustics suggested the use of a power

amplifier to drive the speakers, and it improved the volume of the product. At this
point, we realized that abandoning the UTp
for wiring the speakers would add significantly to the project cost-especially when
some of our largest buildings would require
UNIVI.]RSITYOt]

NOTRE DAME
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substantial amount of wiring.

We also learned that the system could
interface with most voice-actuated alarm
systems

in the buildings. Voice-actuated

systems can carry voice, not just tones,

alarms, and other alerting sounds. Upon
1
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arriving on the scene, fire department
personnel can access the building alarm
system from a central fire panel and use a

in a secured data center on campus. Following a demonstration at four different
locations (the three above-mentioned loca-

be affected by the installation, testing,

or

any other activity required to finish the job'

The rest of the buildings housed various
administrative and support activities. The

standard telephone handset to broadcast
verbal commands over the speakers of the
building's alarm system that also carry the

tions plus a very large classroom building
via its voice-actuated alarm service), project
funding was granted, but with a completion

alerting tones.

timeline of nine months.

Many of these systems were already in
place. We quickly structured a trial with
one of the largest classroom buildings on

Following notification of funding and
definition of scope and timeline, we determined our selection and ordering criteria.

campus, and found the interface and subse-

Recent events at other institutions allowed

quent activation flawless. Since voice-

us to see the

actuated systems are specifically designed to
deliver emergency information, they were

to classrooms. We physically plotted each
speaker on an AutoCAD drawing of each

sented some of the most difficult structural
challenges. As with many large projects, the
last 20 percent of the work held 80 percent

the perfect extension of this service. Sound
volume was good, and we could control it

floor in each building. We engaged our

of the problems.

at the panel. Plus, the

wiring and speakers

were already in place.
We considered the console for adminis-

trative and operational control of the service and worked with the free trial version
that supported only one console. We also
considered a broader distribution of access.
Specifically, the fire and security/police
departments, as well as a mobile command
post, would each be able to access the service over the IP netrvork anpvhere on the
campus. This ubiquity of access provided
a critical level of response agility when addressing severe weather conditions or other
emergency situations.

Digital Acoustics recommended its
Enterprise Edition because it would support up to five distinct manager/operator
consoles. The price was economical, so

it fit

well with our plans.
Funding Approval

The final proposal included wiring every
campus building with the speakers, amplifiers, and power amPS necessary to provide

public address announcement reception
capabitity over the camPus fiber network
backbone. The server would be protected
behind the f,rewall and physically housed

criticality of communicating

network engineering group in the design of
the fiber backbone. Risk management was
tasked with final ownership of the service,
and the ICS group would provide on-going
maintenance.
The largest, most frequently used buildings were targeted first. Next we prioritized
residential structures and buildings with
classrooms. The rest of the buildings were

divided by the use ofvoice actuation systems. Those with voice actuation preceded
the remaining ones.

The university has 36 buildings with
classrooms. Eighty percent of the classroom
seats were covered in the first phase. It was
very important to have these buildings
brought into service as soon as possible.
They were large and easily equipped.

In the residence halls, different rules
governed when we could and could not be
inside these buildings. Close communica-

tion and cooperation with the residence
hall rectors were important to expedite
these installations.

The remaining 20 percent of the classroom buildings were outfitted rapidly as we
began to hit our stride with the installations. We knew to involve the facilities staff,
building managers, and those who would

most challenging of these were the dining halls and warehouses. The cavernous
nature of their construction made speaker
placement critical and, as expected, cabling
them was tricky.
The last buildings were small and usually involved low daily census. Yet, they pre-

Perhaps the most interesting part oc-

curred near the end of this effort when the
trials were moving swiftly. We were asked
to expand the project to provide public
address coverage for all the green space on
campus. The timeline was extended by another eight months' Design was completed
within a few weeks, and deployment began

in April 2009.
After reviewing the Talkmaster Enterprise Edition network requirements, we
chose a flat, layer 2 VLAN deployment protected from outside networks. The network
where the Digital Acoustics IP7 amplifiers
reside is self-contained, that is:

1. The core network uses redundant fiber
pairs that extend from the dual-core routers
to each camPus distribution router. Each
campus distribution router, therefore, has
two fiber ports on separate chassis boards
dedicated to the IP-based public address
VLAN for redundancY.

2. From the campus distribution routers,
the IP-based public address VLAN rides
tagged-VlAN uplinks to the supported
buildings.
3.

Atl the network connections are physi-

cally and logicallY

Protected.

Summer 20t
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Design and lnstallation

building was surveyed. All were
measured internally for length, width, and
height characteristics that would accom_
modate the 50-foot limitation for speaker
placement. After many tests, we deterEach

mined that we had to insert a five-second

timing delay to permit the fire panels to
have enough time for the voice actuation

contacts to properly function in buildings
that had a voice-actuated fire-annunciation

The risk management department
governs the policy that outlines the use

quality of the sound was important for the
situations in which they would most likely
be used. Ambient noise, the existence of

this service. The office ofpublic affairs and
communications is responsible for recording all messages. Maintenance is provided

foliage, and other factors can interfere with
the ability of people to hear the external
broadcasts. No one wants to be unsure

by the ICS group, and server administration by the core services group in the office

of what he or she hears simply because a
speaker's fidelity is poor.

Experiences to Date

of

of information technologies.

To date, we have had two tornado warning

Coordination with the building oc-

fix seemingly simple issues should never be

cupants was not difficult. Those affected
by the installation process almost always

conditions in which the service was used. It
performed as designed on both occasions.

overlooked, as they can be the most vexing
part of a deployment.

understood the intent and benefits the

It

system provided. There were instances

causes

system. These incidents of

trial and error to

During the wiring process, we found
many speaker locations situated far away
from the source. In this situation, it was
necessary to use larger-gauge cable to
handle potential voltage loss. This reinforced our earlier decision to abandon
the use of UTP and simplified our instalIation process by focusing on the use of
existing voice-actuated alarm systems or

ISAWG speaker wire.

Initial testing included using the
Digital Acoustics ii3 audio amplifier,
which presented a problem. Though

it

came equipped with only a2OW internal
amplifier, the amplifier was insufficient to

support the required number of speakers

our surveys determined that each building
required. The ii3 was quickly upgraded to
the IP7st. It supported an external amplifier
that could be inserted in line to accommodate an almost infinite number of speakers.
Each building used at least one Ip7st.
Almost all outdoor applications required
lightning suppressors, as well as a shielded
two-conductor cable to reduce electromagnetic interference. We used single-direction and dual direction speakers, plus

"lay-in" ceiling speakers. For outside locations, we used weatherproof loudspeaker

1

horns. These speakers were rated for higher
quality fidelity than most. Attention to the

8
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limited

access, such as on weekends or during non-standard working hours, but these
were by far fewer than in our usual access

experiences.
Timeline

is tested campuswide twice a year and

used

little disruption. The service can be
in nonemergency situations, but a

policy decision was made early on to use it
only in emergency siluations.
The service offers other possibilities,
including interfacing with Slp-based com-

During the summer of 2007, we also
explored other possibilities for emergency

munication systems and two-way intercom
capabilities, both of which are in the suite
of capabilities that Digital Acoustics offers.

alerting systems. Digital Acoustics approached us and agreed to a very small trial
of three speakers and one ii3 audio ampli-

The IP-based public address system is
another layer of the emergency response

fier. Testing began in September 2007. This
led to a small demonstration pilot over the

winter of 200712008.

and emergency preparedness capabilities
the university has deployed to establish
an effective, rapid response to a variety of
emergency situations. The university saw
potential in the Talkmaster IP-based public

Funding for the project was granted
in March 2008, following the completion
of the pilot. The campus buildings (inside

address system and, following sufficient
testing to be convinced of its capabilities,

only) were targeted for completion
on |anuary 1,2009. In late 2008, additional

committed to a campuswide deployment
on a fairly short timeline. The significant

space

discussions resulted in the decision to
provide speakers in outside areas, which
provided additional public address capability. This effort would add another year to
the project. Following the testing of the
inside speakers in fanuary 2009, construction of the outside speakers began in April.
The outside space and internal areas were

all successfully tested simultaneously in
January 2010.
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cross-departmental teamwork was a large
reason for its success.
Sieve Ellis is director, communications servlces, within
the office of information technology at Notre Dame.
Reach him at sellis@nd.edu.
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There are significant changes in the Higher
Education landscape surrounding Communication
Management Software providers. Are you affected?
We're the 'other guys'who have quietly and
consistently been providing Communications
Management Software and support to Higher
Education Institutions for over 28 years.
We live by our core values of:
Do the Right Thing
Give the Customer What TheY Want
Provide On Going Value
Perhaps it's time f or us

to talk!

Berkly Trumbo, Siemens lndustry, tnc.

Functional Requirements for
Next Generation MNS
While the latest update to NFpA redefines
Mass Notification as "Emergency
Communications Systems (ECS)," the end
user community is formulating expectations
related to the future functionality of today,s

alerting solutions.
Numerous best practices have surfaced
since alerting technology began its rapid,
main stream adoption and the NFpA is
looking to incorporate pressure tested
protocols in the new code. The latest
updates refer to "wide-area" and ,,distributed
recipient notification" in addition to
building notifications. Wide area being
the geography surrounding a building on a
particular campus and distributed recipient
notification as "expanded beyond the
facility and the area, to be accomplished
through means such as telephone calls,
text messaging, and emails."
So far, colleges, corporations and
government entities have made significant
investments in technology platforms and
end point devices towards a goal of safer,
more secure campus environments but
still have not solved all critical messaging
challenges. As an industry, emergency
communications has vaulted forward from
the days of single tone sirens but new
gaps in functionality are appearing when
considering a holistic approach to mass

notification. Emergency Management
professionals have been left with a complex
array of disparate systems to use when
seconds count the most.
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informstion rs fhe keyto matingtfre
right decisions ond mitigating
negative outcomes."
-Lt. M. Smith Tennyson
Commander, Governm€ntal Security
St lohns County Sheriff's Office

Leveraging the Network for Premise

systems is but a fraction of the capability,
the whole truly being greater than the sum

of its parts.
A managed systems approach to emergency
communications systems is becoming a
popular topic between lT, Facilities, and
Public Safety stakeholders. A site audit of
a campus footprint can reveal a wealth
of network devices that are capable of
delivering an emergency message but
are not configured to do so. Thinking of a
variety of end point devices as underutilized
assets, one can ask the crucial question
"how do I make marginal adjustments that
will yield exponential returns related to
functionality/' LCDs, sirens, LEDs, desktop
computers, and the ever-present fire panel
are but a few examples of devices that are
only serving in a fraction of their capacity.

Based Solutions

A popular model which comprises the
foundation of most Mass Notification
Systems currently deployed is a web-based,
multi modal offering residing completely
outside of the lT infrastructure of a business
or campus. This model is based on sound
Iogic considering continuity of operations
planning but many times, the lT network
on-campus is one of the institution's
greatest lT assets. lt is common for ClOs
to invest a large percentage of their
overall budget into the infrastructure and
oftentimes buildings are so "wired" that the
degree of functionality end users are getting
from their emergency communications

The response which serves this question
best is to use a premise based solution,
bundling all end point devices under
a single managed emergency
com mun ications a rchitectu re effectively
creating a system of systems.

Consolidating Command and
Control Communications
A managed emergency communications
system can include web based alerting as
one part of a holistic approach to critical
messaging. To date, volume has been the
underlying theme of mass notification
but we are moving towards a blended
Continued

requirement of scalable functionality to include accuracy and
granularity in campus communications. Emergency Management
have a laser focus after
[rofessionals have identified the need to
delivering the first wave of warnings. Pinpointing a building' floor' or
office/classroom offers a unique value proposition when consldering
scenarios wherein conditions affecting the people inside a structure
are changing or are different for one locatlon versus another'
Having a single user interface which manages all end point devices
and allows direct communications with predefined groups or one
particular modality will prove to be an invaluable feature of f uture
message management.

to critical
users more optlons regarding a consolidated approach
are
professionals
management
incident
and
communications
past and
of
most
the
make
will
which
solutions
scalable
seeking

future investments.

About Siemens lndustrY, lnc.
For more than 1 1O years, Siemens has been a leader in building
controls innovation, fire solutions, and security systems'
With 400 locations throughout North America, Slemens is
positioned to provide customized services and support for
our clients' specialized needs. For more information visit
www.siemens.com/sYg na
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Conclusion
Experts agree that the right technology mix can act as a force
multiplier in incident management. Well constructed plans and
highly capable individuals are doubly effective when given the
correct tools to utilize during an emergency.
Emergency communications systems are evolving towards a
managed system model as opposed to a collection of disjointed,
boutique applications. Advances in technology are affording end

About the Author
who specializes in
communications technologies. For more information
"ruigen.y
about mass notification solutions contact:
sygnal.us.industry@siemens.com
Berkty Trumbo is an Area Sales Manager

Sygnal" mass notification gives you a complete range of
products for anY Project.
on you to choose the right spec for
ln critical moments, your customers need to send messages with confidence, and they rely
whether it's a single
their needs. Sygnal mass notification is industry-leading technology you can specify for every cusiomer,
outside and at their side' for maximum
people
inside,
to
reach
ability
the
gives
customers
Sygnal
campus.
a
complex
or
building
get the confidence that they can
contactability when it matters most. You get the confidence of recommending the best; they
reach them all. www.usa.siemens.com/buildingtechnologies

Answers for I nf rastructure.

SIEMENS

Berkly Trumbo, Siemens lndustry, lnc.

Aligning Emergency Communications
lnvestment with Organizational Strategy
Safety and security of students, personnel,
and the general public is now part of the
strategic agenda of nearly every institution
of higher education and corporate America.
This shift in the way that organizations are
approaching related projects gives cause to
new ways of evaluating and implementing
emergency commu nications tech nologies.
Budget challenges continue to be a pivotal
discussion. Demanding more out of our
lT investment is a well established trend
that should also hold true for emergency

management solutions. A recent study
shows that despite the fact that 63%
of colleges and universities upgraded

emergency communications in 2009,
less than 13o/o of respondents are using
grants to fund these projects.
ln order to deliver maximum Return
on Investment (ROl) from Emergency
Communication Systems (ECS), a holistic
solutions approach must be taken which
involves the Plan, the partner and the
Platform and must fit the culture while
supporting the strategic goals of the
organization.

Plan Based ECS Design
Oftentimes technology purchases end
up dictating the plans and protocols with
which they are used. plan based ECS desiqn

means that the technologies put in place
to support crisis management functions,
embrace established processes and not only
streamline mobilization, but dovetail with
emer9ency management, recovery, and
reporting requirements and applications.
Bring all players to the table. The
most comprehensive Emergency
Communications Systems are designed
with the input of multiple stakeholders.
Only when representatives from
numerous departments such as public
Safety, Marketing & Public Relations,
and Facilities come together can
an emergency management and
communications system be tailored to
serve the needs of all involved groups.
Additionally, existing stand alone software
and hardware are sometimes uncovered
that bring value to the broader solution,
the whole truly being greater than the
sum of its parts.

Partnering for lntegration
and Future Functionality
Vendor selection is oftentimes more than
half of the equation when it comes to
successf ul tech nology integration projects.

enterprise. Partnering with an integrator
that understands not only the strategic
goals but the desired Key Performance
lndicators (KPls) related to emergency

communications will provide superior
value compared to a task order approach
via multiple vendors. ldentifying desired
command and control functionality early
in the solution design process can save
dollars and time as opposed to tying all
systems together in the final phase.
Considering the modern landscape of
liability and accountability, make sure that
the chosen integrator has the ability to
be bonded and the appropriate levels of
insurance as well as documented design
and deployment methodologies, a mature
continuity of operations plan, depth of
support personnel and a demonstrable
project portfolio.

Deploy a Scalable Platform
Choosing a platform suitable for future
growth and scalability is tantamount to
cost savings across the lifecycle of an
ECS project.

Whether early on in the ECS design phase
or when considering multiple layers of an
existing mass notification system, choose
a partner for the long term and develop a
technology road map together.

Make sure that licensing and service
agreements are well defined to eliminate
unforeseen ongoing costs and carefully
weigh the pros and cons of software as
a service (SaaS) and lease/charter type
plans as opposed to outright purchases.

Leading technology analysts insist that ClOs
align lT spending with strategic goals of the

Perform a technology and infrastructure
audit to identify alerting modalities that
Continued
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Emergency Notification: How Much ls Too
Much?

Walt Magnussen phD
Texas A&M lJniversity

On Monday, April 16, 2007, higher educa_

curate cell numbers for their constituents.
The alternalive lo this is an opt_in syslem,

tion went through an overnight transforma_
tion in the way in which we look at elner_
gency notification, especially when it
comes

which does tend to result in a more accu_
rate call list. The problem with this is
that
opt-ir.r services typically result in low
take
percentages unless accompanied by
a major
marketing campaign.

to notif,ing students of imminent clanger.
The shootings at Virginia Tech made
us all
too aware of how vulnerable we really were.

In a matter of weeks several new emergency
notification firrls appeared, and those that
existed prior to the shootings suddenly

Notification Options

Although text messaging is still the best

lourrd themselves responding to RFps
at an
amazing pace. Since then, countless other
methods of providing emergency messages

first line of defense, many universities
have
implemented that solution and are now
looking past this to the second and third

have evolved. The questions now being

lines of defense and beyond. Besides
SMS,
which any universiry should be able to

asked are, which methods are the best
and

how many should I

implement, other methods of notification

use?

have now appeared. These methods
include

As an immediate response to the
shootings, many of us put into the hands

of faculty, staff, and stuclents SMS or
text-messaging services that send out
messages

in the event of

bulk

a crisis. There are

two significant drawbacks to SMS_based
emergency message delivery. The lirst
is
that SMS, or lext-as-a-service, was more
of
an afterthought on the part ofthe service
providers. SMS messages are carried in
the signaling plane of the cejlular service,
which tends to become oversaturated
during

periods ofhear.y use. For this reason,
..u..ul
of the national service providers are now
pushing back on any use of text messaging

for emergency notification purposes.
The second problem lies in the man_
ner in which faculty, staff, and students
are
added to the database. Although it is
legal to
add the telephone numbers of text
mes_
sage recipients for a service that is
limited
to emergency notification, few (if any)
colleges and universities actually
have ac_
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the following:

.

Screen pops. These are typically
mes_

that appear on the screens of desktops
and laptops of faculty, staff, and students.
sages

These messages are most often pulled
bv
client software that polls a server at
certain
intervals to retrieve an emergency

mesthere is one. These servers can
either be facilitated on a campus or
they
can appear in the cloud.

sage-if

.

Reverse 911. This service makes telephone calls to faculty, staff, and students

with

a recorded message regarding
the incident. The advantage ofthese services
is that

most of them have multiple numbers per
recipient (home, office, cell) and they

will

continue to call until an acknowledgement
that the call has been received is provided.
The disadvantage of these services
is that
it takes approximately one minute to
make
each call by the time the system
seizes
dialtone, dials, waits for an answer, plays

This will either
require a large number of resources or take
a long time. For example, notifring 40'000
people over two PRIs will require l4'5
hours-if everyone answers the first call'
There are several service providers that host

understand without a costly increase in the

these services over DS-3, which can make

fire-alarm message). While these are typically used only for fire evacuations, they
can suPport an external audio input that

a message, and hangs up.

612 calls per minute.

.

Classroom sPeakers and alert beacons'
flrms manufacture systems that place
few
A
either a beacon or a speaker in a classroom
that, when activated, will sound an alert
indicating the nature of the emergency' The
beacons typically also provide a visual version of the message but are more expensive
than speakers. Two advantages ofthese
are that they are independent of cellular
technology and they resolve the issue of

students not being able to receive an emer-

number of sirens.

.

Voice annunciation fire-alarm panels'
Most fire panels recently installed have a
voice annunciation capability (speakers
installed in the hallways that sound a verbal

can be a part of the emergency

notification

system. This usually requires some sort of
gateway device such as a SIP gateway if the

system is SIP based, or an HTTPSconnected beacon that acts as a gateway'

leverage existing technology installed to

support the fire-alarm panels' Potential
drawbacks include the fact that many campuses have a mix of new and old fire-alarm
panels. It is also important to work with
the fire-alarm panel company to make sure
that you are not violating any UL approval
requirements.

.

Social networks. Following the adage
"when in Rome, do what the Romans do,"
many universities have begun to use social

networks such as Twitter and Facebook
to provide quick emergency event notification. The obvious advantage of these

These can be very cost-effective, as they

Solutions, SecuritY, MobilitY.
What matters to you is our expertise'

gency alert because of a requirement to

turn cell phones off in

class. These systems

typically leverage existing technologies such
as the campus network and protocols such
as SIP and

HTTPS.

Emergency alert systems (EAS)' These
as weather radios, over-

'

include such things

the-air television feeds, and on-campus
cable television plants. These are based
upon the EAS created in the 1950s to warn
the entire United States quickly in the event
of a nuclear attack. Under this system, various types of events (tornado warning, tornado watch, etc.) are all issued three-digit
codes referred to as SAME codes' Several
universities have begun to use these codes
to insert a warning into the network in the

l,'l;ry

'

Contact Carousel today to learn more
we;ve hetped 6ther-colleges and
ab;ui'h*;w
-L,iiv.iiiiies
with thbir technolosv needs'

voice annunciation' The advantage of these
systems is that they cover a large area of
space. The disadvantage is that the content

PQerevse!

event of a crisis on camPus.
Campus sirens. Many campuses have
either recently installed campus siren
systems or upgraded their systems to add

of the voice message is often difficult to

call 800.620'23A5

Or visit us at www.carousetindustries'com/ACUTA
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family members of students where there
affinity between the university

is no direct

and the person.
Which ls Best and Why Not Ail?
So

with all of these choices, which is the

best and why not just implement them all?

The obvious answer to the second question
is that we do

not have unlimited funds. The
answer to the first is completely situational
and will change from campus to campus.
For example, sirens may not make sense for
large, dense campuses, fire-alarm panels
work only if the panels already have the an_
nunciators, and screen pops are difficult to
manage if there is not a centralized method
to push the clients out to all computers on
campus.
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The key to successfully implementing a

more than one of the above methods of
sending alerts) lies in the installation of a
one-touch front end. Each ofthe options
listed has its own method of launching an
alert. Each one requires the person sending
the message to authenticate himself or
herself, format the message, and then send

it. Because the people who are responsible
for sending the emergency message usu_
ally have other responsibilities-such as
dispatching the first responders to the scene
and communicating with students at that

scene-this is not practical in the throes
of a crisis. With all the things that are go_
ing on at that time, it is critical that any
method of launching be fast, simple, and
require only "one touch" for all systems.

Gareway

*r;f\

multimodal alert system (any system using
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systems is their low implementation cost.
They can also be very useful in noti$zing

tr\

A few years ago any central system
would have been expensive and difficult to
implement because the interfaces between
the central activation system and the

individual alert systems were all proprietary. Supporting centralization would
have required the development of sev_

eral custom interfaces. Fortunately, a new
standard developed by the OASIS standards
body, called the Common Alert protocol, or CAP, is now available (http://docs.
oasis-open.or gl emergencyI cap lvl.2l CAp _

vl.2-os.html). The most current version,
CAP 1.2, is an XMl-based protocol that
allows a system to provide an incident
number, specifl, the type of emergency
(e.g., tornado, shooter, or other), speci$,
a
location as well as a duration, and identi$r

more than 40 other attributes. This

n-res-

sage is fbrn-ratted by the central system ancl

then delivered to the separate alert systems
for then'r to take the appropri:rte action.
Currently the National \\reather Scrvice has
a CAP-based system for delivering rveatheralert messages.

need to leave," and you have the desired

n-right inrplement toclay supPort the CAP
protocol, er.en if ir-rtegration is not the ini
tial goa1. Figure I is a diagran.r of horv the

is that no single r.ncthod of delivery is 100

system integrtites.

no good if

for processing or gener.lte lnessages
to be sent to other systems, or both. It is
possible for sor-ne alert systems, such as the
Benbria (r'wl'rv.bet-rbria.com) or Alertus
sages

(rvrvrv.alertus.com) systems that support
classroom speakers and beacotts, to be
used as a launch point for other systems.
Some systetns such as AtHoc (n,w'n'.athoc.

com) are clesigned to be central launch
points onlv and rely upon other systems to

The initial question regarding alert rnethocls rvas, hou,much is too rnuch? Research
has shou,n that reacl'ring a person r'vith
emergenc,v

at-t

notihcation typically requires

three separate forms of stimulus. Hor'v
man,v times har.e

l'ou

been

in

Another factor in the ecluation

percent reliable. If it rvere, n'e would a1l just
use it. SN4S has dead spots, screen pops do

r,ith u,hat vott

r'vere doing? Adcl a

even one

,rrcr-r

are

not

trt

lile is not acceptable, the

ansr,r'er is

that you cannot have too n-rirr-r1'methods of

notifying.
Walt lvlagnussen, PhD, is director of telecommunications
at Texas A&lV University in Co ege Station, Texas. A

a meetit-tg

and 1'reard a fire alarm go off, iooked at the
other people in the room, and just continuecl

response.

your desk, and
so on. When you consider these and other
limitations ancl add in the fact that losing

Conclusion

Systems can either receive CAP mes-

!ry

launch the actual messages. In anv case, it
is important tl-rat any systen-r that a camplls

text

past president of ACUTA, he is a frequent speaker at
our events and contributes often to the ACUTA Journal
Reach Walt at wmagnussen

@

mail.telecom.tamu.edu.
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Maintain Your Cool
Cuft Harler
Contributing Editor

The biggest challenge facing college data
centers today is not finding the right cabling

or blade servers to make things tick. The big
problem is cooling. Solving that problem
goes a long way toward improving the qual-

ity of service to the user community, the
quality of the general environment as elec-

tric consumption is reduced, and the quality
of life for the data center manager.

morph from big boxes to
extremely powerful little components, they
As servers

generate more heat per square foot. Since

most colleges cannot expand the size of the
rack rooms, the amount of heat generated
per square foot skyrockets. Typically, these
data centers are in old buildings where they

a

couple of years ago can be out-of-date today
Yet there are those who maintain that data
center operators have a choice: They can
stick with the traditional server and virtualize, they can go to blade servers and deal

with the extreme heat, or they can use some
of each. In any case, however, there will be
cooling issues.
Evaluating Existing Systems

"Heat is the biggest cause of failure in data
centers," says Bob Ravenstein, president and

CEO of Bomara Associates in Chelmsford,

of the system due to overheating.

Massachusetts. "Heat reduces the life expec-

Marist Goes Virtual

"Everyone is talking about greening the data
center," says Bill Thirsk, vice president of

information technology and CIO at Marist
College in Poughkeepsie, NewYork. Marist
has two data centers, one academic and one

for production.
Following the simplest solution for efflcient cooling, Marist raised the temperature
in the data center by about 4"F to 76"F. "We
don't have a separate meter on the data center, but our power consumption dropped
significantly when we did that," Thirsk says.
"We delinitely run hot/cold aisles.
But the most important thing we did was

virtualization,"
I

a

have been for decades. Unless measures are

Two solutions present themselves: bet-
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well-managed data center
like Marist's there is little doubt that the
increased density of servers and other
boxes means a cooling plan developed just
Even

taken to cool the modern equipment deployed, the college faces cataclysmic failure

ter cooling or virtualizing the network to
reduce the need for added cooling.
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in operating costs,
provisioning, heating, and cooling," he adds.
saved us a ton of money

ACL]TA Journal ol lnformation Communtcatrons Technology in Higher Education

says

Thirsk. "Virtualization

tancy of the equipment."
Ravenstein says the place to start
evaluating cooling is to understand the end
philosophy.'Are you going to blade servers

with high-density racks that produce high
heat concentration?" he asks. That calls for
one strategy. But there are other options that
still allow a college to offer a quality data
experience for users.
Because of the demand for more com-

puting power and the increase in equipment,
a typical college data center has grown from
operation to a large one. "The data
center is often located in an older building
a small

with little regard for proper HVAC, building
power requirements, or floor weight loading
limits," notes Mike Stout, vice president of
engineering at Falcon Electric in Irwindale,
California.

"At some point a new home for the center has to be addressed. However, a ProPer
implementation may be in jeopardy when
you lay the costs up against the budget," he
concedes.

In the meantime, existing facilities

must be optimized.

the flow of supply air as closely as you can
to the computer inlet, he says. Equipment

No matter which path is followed-older
building or new construction, identifying the path to improvement requires an
understanding of loads, capacities, and the
environment, Stout

saYs.

Key factors are first, summed rated cooling capacity; second, total IT electrical load;
and third, identification of hot spots' Once
these data are collected, the cooling ca-

for improvement' This translates to
how much money can be saved and
how much the environment can be
is

improved.

with technology turnoveri' Mallia

says'

such as variable-speed fans at the air-handler level, or preferably at the rack level,

"Trend analysis helps offset the obsoles-

and high-efficiency chilled-water pumps
help manage airflow at the cabinet level'

systems should be rebalanced

.

Key Factors

data center environment efficiently in tune

Monitoring comes next. "With loads approaching 15-20 kW per cabinet, cabinetlevel monitoring is no longer an option'
It's a necessity," Mallia says. This process
facilitates proactive management of the
data center against "downing" events'

.

Lastly, maintaining the system requires

planned and systematic enforcement of
best practices. "This is part of keeping the

Unified CallManagement

cence of legacy infrastructure.

Air-handler
following a

new IT configuration. Systems should be
sized and redundancies conflgured to maxi-

mize efficiency''

In an existing data center there will be
several starting points for evaluating the
four Ms. Data center layout is a good place
to start. "It should be verified that each
piece of equipmenl in the server room is
receiving its share of cooling and that the

How much time do
you have to solve Your
Telecom budget Problems?

Time is moneY!

l.

Summed rated cooling caPacitY'
Mike Mallia, CEO of AFCO SYstems
(www.afcosystems.com), saYs data
center managers should begin figuring
cooling by looking at the four Ms: measure, manage,

monitor, and maintain'

Measuring, he saYs, must extend beyond ambient room temPerature' "Air

'

Iele,Mole.Nef'
Providing Global VisibilitY

supply, server intake, and return must
be measured as well," he saYs. ManY
managers who believe they are "out of
cooling" may be surPrised to find out

how much cooling is wasted''Airflow
must be measured along with Power
consumption and air temperature," he

Available as Software as a Service
or Licensed Software

continues.

.

Managing focuses on airflow''A first
step is to plug the leaksi'Mallia says'
Many data centers have tiles removed
or holes that no longer serve a Purpose'
These situations negatively impact
airflow. The key is to be able to manage

Contact us at
www.telemate.net
1.678.589.7150

air heated by the equipment exits from
the room properly," stout says. Server and

With the Btu figure, the amount of
air-conditioning in tons can be calculated
(1 ton of air conditioning = 12,000 Btu/h).

equipment rack placement is critical, es_
pecially in a large server room. Equipment

Depending on the energy efficiency rate,

racks should be placed in rows, with the
front sides of the racks facing on one row
and the rear sides facing on the next row.

or the efficiency of the air-conditioning
unit, the typical one-ton air-conditioner
unit consumes about 1.335 kWh, Stout
says. With these numbers in hand, engi_
neers calculate the amount of air-conditioning required and measure power
consumption.

"This should be continued for as many
rows of racks as are needed,,, he says.
The standard airflow direction for

rack-mountable computer and commu_
nications equipment is from front to rear.
"Placing equipment racks in rows and

in the stated direction will allow for the
air-conditioning to be designed to direct
cold air down in the front side rows and
exhaust the heated air up and out on the
rear side rows," Stout says. This scheme
manages the flow ofboth cold and heated
air through the equipment racks and in
the room.

2. Total IT electrical load. Admittedly,
doing a detailed power-demand survey
including every piece of equipment in a
large data center can be an arduous task.
Ravenstein notes that facilities managers
usually have a good handle on electricity
consumption and on the cost per k\{h.

"If conducted properly, a power
demand survey will yield an accurate
number, in watts, for the equipment in
the entire data center,,,Stout explains. In
addition to the equipment, all other heat_
generating sources must be determined.

This includes the heat being generated (in
watts) by the lighting, number of people
in the room, electrical wiring, and ali
other heat sources. Knowing the power
demand in watts, related equipment ef_
ficiencies, and the added heat load from
other sources (in watts) will allow the

calculation of the total amount of heat in
British thermal units (Btu) that will be
generated inside the data center ( 1 watt_

hour = 3.41214 Btu/h).
30
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This calculation process does not indicate how efficient the data center layout will
be, Stout points out. Using all this informa_
tion, improvements to a data center layout
and the HVAC system can be made and the
results measured. If these calculations are
made for an existing data center and the
calculated watt consumption is compared

with the actual measured watt consump_
tion of the existing HVAC system(s), the
resulting difference will be a good indica_

tion of the efficiency of the overall data

Cool ldea for 2011
Starting this year, Marist College will
use water for liquid cooling in the data
center. The college expects to install several

natural gas-powered micro turbines for
cooling.
"These units are about the size of a
large meat freezerl'says Bill Thirsk, CIO at
Marist College. "They are a fifth the size of
a

traditional unit."

The turbine runs on natural gas, generating electricity for the data center. The
exhaust heat can be used by the chillers for
temperature control in the data center.

"The electricity they produce is much
more efficient than the electricity you get
from the grid," Thirsk says. He figures that
a large consumer

like a data center can

lose as much as 50 percent of the power

between generation and the data center.
"These turbine generators are right next
to the data center so you get close to 100
percent of the power," he says.

center, Stout says.
Look at Alternatives

Ravenstein says that calculations may be
unnecessary for many smaller colleges and
even for colleges with larger data centers.
"Rethink the idea of investing a lot of mon_
ey in blade servers," he advises. ,,people
are

starting to recognize that, in many cases,
blades are penny-wise, pound foolish.,,
He sees too many cases in which people
rush to the blade server concept and find
themselves in too deep. "Unless you are
consolidating data centers and building a
new building for the servers, you might be
better going with VMware,,,he says. VM_
ware is one of several virtualization soft_
ware packages (such as Microsoft Hyper-V)
that allow a college to expand storage in
software rather than in heat-producing
hardware.

"Too many people think they have to
modernize and spend a lot of money on
blade servers. You don't have to,,, Ravenstein
says. "Going to something like VMware
will
allow you to double your capacity. And, I
find that the more astute people are doing
just that...and that explains whyVMware

3. Identification of hot spots. Hot spots
in the equation. Tempera_
tures in some areas regularly exceed the
maximum set by the site manager. Figuring
these hot spots into the equation is impor_

series mainframes and virtualizes as much
as he can. His two virtual systems have
600

tant to achieving a realistic outcome.

and 80 Linux servers, respectively...I would

are the final key
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is

so popular."

At Marist College, Thirsk runs IBMZ-

highly recommend virtualizationi' he says'
"It is the most important thing we've done'"
While virtual servers cut operating
costs, they also reduce the need for additional people and more training.

In addition to their savings on cooling,
Thirsk notes that he can turn up service
quickly.

"If a department

can spin

he says.

needs a server, we

it out to them in

a

few minutes,"

"If they are finished with it, I just

reabsorb it into the Pool."
There is no need to call Purchasing
and go through the associated paperwork'

"There is no new fabric, no need for more
rack space, no new server to purchase,"
Thirsk says. Perhaps best of all, there is no

the data center without having to bring
the temperature of the entire data center

footprint down.
Intel engineers recently looked at
redesigning their large blade server racks
to operate from 360Vdc instead of being
powered by the present power supplies
operating from the standard 120Vac or

24}Yacutility source' This would allow

Intel determined that this one change
could make uP to a l2 percent improvement in the efficiency of a Google data
center. Further they determined that the
12 percent reduction in energy costs would
pay for all of the equipment in the data
center within flve Years.
Invest in an ASHRAE TC 9.9 guide for
best practices in data center cooling and

them to incorporate a centralized 360Vdc
power source for a very large data center
on the scale of Google-size operation' Data

check to see that these practices are being
followed in your data center. (ASHRAE is
the American Society of Heating, Refrig-

centers at some research institutions and
at some teaching hospitals would be in the

www.ashrae.org)

erating and Air-Conditioning Engineers'

)

same size range.

need to recalculate cooling.
Practical lmprovements
Some simple physical checks are required
in any data center. Some are free' First,

cover any holes in walls and raised floors'
Install blanking panels. Be sure that you
have removed all the

Pager Re Pl ocem e nt an d Tw o -WoY
Messoging SmortPhone APP!

airflow obstructions'

Thirsk is most imPressed with new
floor tiles Marist installed on their raised
data center floor. "These are high-tech tiles
that shape the airflow as it comes up from
the floor," Thirsk explains. The tiles create
a mini-venturi effect as the air comes out
of the floor, forcing the air to blast its way

up into the server racks' "When I put my
hand over the new tiles it is impressive
how much air flows up from the floori'he
continues. "The difference is striking'"
Ravenstein notes that the days of giant
air conditioners in the back of a room
blasting out cold air are history' Today's

Send messages:
. From OPerators and
Web Directories
. Device to Device
. E-mailto Device
. Device to E-mail

a cooling rack between
cold air to circulate on
allow
to
server rows
server racks'
of
the adjacent couple

in-row cooling puts

Another solution is to create a "room
within a room." Such a modular approach
allows intensive cooling of a small area of
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Final Thoughts

Mike Stout notes that rnuch has been made
of the cost savings of better efficicnc,v.
However, he points out, that cioes not
address the cost savings

of improved rcli_
ability. The Uptin-re Institute, a leading clata
center authorit\., states that for every I g
degree: Fl h rcn hei t i lr.rcA.c i rr tenrperlr t rr re
abor.e 70 degrees Fahrenheit, the long_term

reliabilitv of

a data center is reduced br, 50

percent.

'Along rvith an inadequate H\AC

rated input voltage for the equipment often
r'r.ill cause the internal ternperature of the
equiprnents por,r.cr supply to increase,,'
Stout says. \\rhen the input r.oltage clrops
to belo',r. 15-20 percent of thc nominal line
voltage, the operirtional reliability of the
data centcr equiprnent is often affccted.

For eristing data centers locatccl in older
buildings, an online uninterruptible porver
supply r,r.ith its typical r/-2 pcrcent outplrt
voltage regulation can solve the probient,

system, porvering the equipmer-rt in the

Stout says. For ner,r. data centers, polter
systems must be clesignccl to accomntodatc

data center rvith a utility porver source that
-5 percent belorv thc nonilral

the prescnt por.ver demancls in addition to
providing up to 100 percent more to meet

is more than

e'

PUBLIC RELATIONS

tuture clemand. "I'he o1d-schooi computer
room with its raised floors to accomntodate
the reconfiguration ofporver, data, and
communicirtions cables is back in clemand
trnd should be a serious consideration lor
anv clirta center," stout says.',To assure a
reliable po\\rer sollrce to thc data center,

both long-tenn generator back-up and
short-term UPS back-up must be designed

into the

derta ccnter por.vcr systcms,,,he

concludes.
Curt Harler is a contrrbuting editor to the ACUTA Journal
and a freelance writer who writes and speaks on technol_
ogy topics. Beach htm at curt@curtharler.com.
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Emergency Response Systems lmproving
But Still Have to Clear Some Hurdles
Paul Korzeniowski

The shootings at Virginia Tech in April 2007
sounded an alarm throughout the academic

high. So although many academic institutions
have deployed these systems, few find them to

world.

be a panacea.

"We had been thinking about putting in
an emergency resPonse system, and Virginia
Tech served as a wake-up call for us," says
and sysJohn W. Turner, director of networks

Scattershot Evolution

tems at Brandeis University. Immediately after
the tragedy, Brandeis, along with many other
academic institutions, moved deployment of

notilication system from
the back burner to the top of its priorities list'

a camPus emergency

As a result of such decisions, the emergency

notihcation system market was turbo-

charged. New ventures were formed, government funding became available, and academic

institutions began investing

a

lot of money

in these systems. Quickly, a hodgepodge of
solutions emerged, so universities now notily
students, faculty' and staff of problems via
sirens, e-mail, text messages, phone messages'
bulletin boards, campus TV and computer
PoP-ups.

"During an emergency, we never know
where students will be or what devices may be
turned on, so universities need systems that
offer them a variety of notification options"'
supsays Ara Bagdasarian, CEO of Omnilert'
service'
plier of the e2Campus notification

Although colieges now find more notification choices than ever before, current
solutions still fall short of ideal' Systems can
stumble when trying to deiiver information
in real time. In many cases, they offer a subset
rather than a complete list of notification

Through the years, notification systems
evolved in a haphazard fashion' Initially, colleges relied on
as

blasting

"old school" approaches, such
With the in-

a siren across campus.

flux of electronic communications at the turn
of the millennium, vendors shifted their attention to new communication vehicles' E-mail,
voicemail, instant messaging, digital signage,
and recentiy social media, such as Twitter,
have emerged as ways to contact individuals in
an emergency.

Though plentiful, these different communications options come with various
warts. For instance, SMS communication, or
text messaging, was intended as a one-to-one
strategy, not one-to-many' Problems can arise
when it is used to notify thousands, or tens of
thousands, of individuals. In some instances'
the notification system is not able to deliver
the messages in a timely manner' sometimes

taking hours rather than minutes' Or it couid
be seen as spam and blocked by cellular carriers unless agreements have been negotiated
between the institution and cell company for
high-volume text messages to the network'

Similar scenarios can arise with voicemail
In some cases, the number of com-

systems.

munication lines available in a geographic
probarea may be limited' In other instances'
Mother
or
person
lems can arise because a
Nature destroys some (or maybe even all) of

options. In addition, the ievel of integration
among the various notification modules is
low, and the cost of the products has beer.r
Technology in Higher Education summer 20t
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Checking the lnfrastructure

Consequently, academic institutions need to
closely examine the back-end infrastructure

notification systems. Rather than take
just one step, they sound sirens, blast out
e-mails, text students, and telephone users

used with their notification systems and
try to make sure that there are no potential

during an emergency. Brandeis, for example, deployed Single-wire's InformaCasr

choke points. That means the system has to
have sufficient processing power, network

bandwidth, and storage to send out tens of
thousands of notifications in a few moments.

taditionally,

these systems have been
premises based, so the customer purchased,

deployed, and maintained the equipment
on-site. As these systems have become more
complex, it has become more difhcult for
academic institutions to take on that work_

That is one of the driving factors behind the
recent movement to cloud_based services,
where the vendor becomes responsible for
maintaining the computing infrastructure.
Also, customer-based premise equipment
usually lacks geographic redundancy and

fail-over if the primary system fails.
Partly because of potential limitations
found with the various notification options,
colleges have been deploying

multimodal

system, which works
as

with Cisco Ip phones,

well as an SMS system for cell phone us-

ers and a siren.
Facing the lntegration Challenge

Although vendors understand the need
to deliver multimodal solutions, they face
some hurdles in trying to deliver that func_
tionality. They started out by developing
special expertise in niche markets but now
are being forced to broaden their reach into
new areas that they may not understand.
In some cases, they have built the new

functionality internally, and in other cases,
they gained it via acquisitions. yet because
the emergency notification system market
has evolved so quickly, customers often

find

holes in vendors'product suites.

Another problem is the lack of integra_

tion among the different products.,.Colleg_
es

want to send out all of the alert informa_

tion from a single screen and work with a
common interface," stated Omnilert,s Bag_
dasarian. Depending on how an academic
institution is structured, the person who is
turning on the notification system could
be an IT professional or a member of the
campus security team. In either case, the
person wants to spend little time invoking
the system and instead focus on mitigating
the emergency. However, that desire will be

thwarted if he or she has to bounce among
variety of different interfaces and wade

a

through complex invocation mechanisms
to send out notifications to students and
faculty, which is the case with manv of the
products.
Vendors want to deliver seamless

but face various challenges. The
products have different design points, so
consolidating them can be a challenge. The
integration work is complex, time consystems

suming, and costly. Universities can have
trouble building a business case for such
projects. "Executives will often ask,.\A/hy do
you have to integrate these systems if we are
already using them?"'noted Ken Bl.waters,

Blue Light Phone Dialing New Numbers
For decades, emergency blue light phones
have been a safe haven

for academic insti-

tutions. These devices have been strategi_
cally placed on campuses throughout the
country. The phones are often attached to
elevated, highly visible poles and equipped
with speakerphones and strobe lights so
students, faculty, and visitors can quickly
case of an emergency. For
many academic institutions, the goal is that

find them in

no matter where a person is standing, he
or she can quickly find at least one of these
phones.
Some of the vendors selling these
products are Al Teletronics, CEECO, Cetis,
Code Blue, GAI-tonics, Microsemi, MIR3,
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and Thlk-A-Phone Co. Suppliers have been
searching for ways to differentiate their
products and expand their market. The
systems are used in various ways: students
involved in threatening situations, those
who want to report a suspicious incident,
medical emergencies, individuals experi_

encing car problems, or visitors who may
be lost. So some vendors have
use phones.

In some

cases,

built multi_
they include a

couple of calling options-for instance, a
red button connects a caller directly to a
security officer and a smaller black button
rings the campus information line.

In other cases, companies are working with academic institutions to find new

ACUTA Journal of lntormation Communications
Technology in Higher Education

uses for the phones. In urban-and even
suburban-locations, students are spilling
over from campus into adjoining neighbor_

hoods. Schools would like to expand their
blue light presence into those locations but

could face some challenges in taking that
not own the property,
they have to obtain permission from the
owners to install the phones, and they must
determine who will pick up the cost of the
step. Since they do

devices. If a problem with the system arose,
they could face some liability questions.
Despite those challenges, schools are look_
ing outside as well as inside the campus to
expand the use of blue light phones.

executive vice president of product management at Singlewire.
Missing the Bull's-Eye

Technology's rapid evolution creates ad-

ditional burdens: Vendors are aiming at a
rapidly moving target. "Recently, the enduser device market changed quite dramatically," stated Singlewire's Bywaters.

About

months ago, users were asking vendors
to support Research in Motion's BlackBerry
smartphone, but now the list has expanded.
In addition to Apple's iPhone and Google

starts at tens of thousands of dollars on the
low end and can pass more than $1 million
on the high end, with pricing depending
on the number of communication modes
invoked and users that need to be notified.

Many network administrators have found it
difficult to make the business case for a new
purchase, especially after the economy took
a

turn for the worse

18

Android systems, tablets have emerged
and sparked interest in another wave of
new devices. Adding support for all these
devices requires investments in time, effort,

and money.
Customers are also looking for more
granularity among their notihcation options. Initially, Brandeis wanted to get
the word out quickly, clearly, loudly, and

"In most

a few years ago.

cases, universities

fund

emergency notification projects by some

type of grant," noted Singlewire's Byrvaters.
One example is Virginia Commonwealth
University, which has 32,000 students and
18,000 employees, when it deployed the
e2Campus solution. "We received a $60,000
grant for the project," noted Sam Kennedy,
the assistant director of user services.
Bringing Together Diverse Groups

Once a school finds the necessary funding,

it must

address various management chal-

consistently, but gradually that thinking

Ienges. Deployment of these systems touch-

changed: "You can't treat every emergency

es

situation the same," noted Tirrner. The
strategy has evolved, so the university now
wants to be able to send different messages
to various communities. For example, one
group may be told to stay inside a building
and a second to stay away from the area.

In addition, students'device usage may
change during the day.'After hours, students may not bother to check their school

e-mail accounts," noted Rich Whitney, CIO
and vice provost of information technology
at the University of Alaska at Anchorage,
which has about 20,000 students and 1,800
faculty and staff. But they may read their

Google Gmail, so the alert solution would
need to change its delivery options

during

the day.
lmplementations Become Costly
Because these systems have become more

complex, their cost has risen. The price for
premises emergency notifi cation solutions

on a number of different constituencies.
"With an emergency alert system, a college
has to bring different groups (Il security,
facilities) together," stated Rhonda Burch,
director of communications and marketing at Hanover College, which deployed the
e2Campus system in the summer of 2010.
The individuals' experience may be limited
to their select areas, so getting them all on
the same page can be difEcult.

In addition, synchronizing the users can
take time and effort. The first step is signing the students up for the service, which
involves collecting their personal information, such as name, address, and preferred
communication method. The most effective
way is to make the sign-up part of another
process, such selecting classes. But not all
schools take this approach. Instead, they
run various awareness campaigns (advertising on campus, putting banners on their
websites) designed to spark student input.
However, capturing adolescents' attention

can be a daunting task, so

voluntary sign-

up systems often have low success rates,
with some enlisting as little as 10 percent of
the student body.

Mobile opt-ins have emerged as one
way to address this problem. For instance,

with the e2Campus system, students, faculty, and staff receive alerts after they enter
the school's keyword and a multidigit code.

"The phone seems to be the easiest way to
sign up for alerts: Put in the text, send it off,
and you're done," stated Virginia Commonwealth University's Kennedy.
After the emergency response system
has been

put in place, more work remains.

First, the system has to be tested to see how

it works in practice versus how it functions
in theory. The tests can turn up some unexpected issues, such as who decides when
an alert will be sent and how it should be
worded. Because university workforces are
dynamic, testing needs to be ongoing, with
experts recommending that it be completed
at least once and maybe a few times during
the year.
So in terms

of emergency response
institutions find them-

systems, academic

conundrum. These solutions
have become more functional and more
widely used, which means that colleges are
in a stronger position than ever before to
selves facing a

respond to an emergency. However, their

implementation can be complex, and the
list of user requirements has been growing, so the system features are incomplete.
While there has been significant improvement since the Virginia Tech tragedy, more

work remains before these systems become
as functional as colleges require.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer who
specializes in communications issues and is based

in Sudbury, Massachusetts. He can be reached at
paulkorzen@ao1.com.
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2010-1 1 lnstitutional Excellence Award
Louisiana State University
Geaux WiFi is LSU Information Technology Services's (LSU ITS) program to
assist customers

with wireless connectivity. Every fall, thousands of students

and faculty arrive on campus with devices they want to connect to our secure
wireless network. Geaux WiFi is a service wherebv stations are set up in con-

venient Iocations across campus, including Frey Computing Center, the LSU
Student Union, and Middleton Library. The stations are staffed by volunteers
and ITS Help Desk staff.
The program originated in2007 in response to a dramatic change in the
university's wireless authentication process. LSU switched to the 802.1x standard to enforce encryption across the wireless network. The wireless network
was renamed "LSUSecure." LSU ITS knew that this change would be a burden
At the Annual Conference in Orlando. Karen
Sirman accepted the award for LSU. Also
pictured are Matt Arthur, ACUTA president;
Buck Buchanan, immediate past president;
and Mike Colachico, representing PAETEC,
sponsor of the luncheon and the award.

to the customers relying on wireless devices to enable research and learning.
Geaux WiFi was established to offer convenient, hands-on assistance to the
entire campus community during this initiai change but was then continued
a serr ice on an annual basis.

as

WiFi reiies on volunteers from LSU ITS

as well as the campus popuIation to operate successfuily. It has become a wonderful example of collaboration and service. As WiFi-enabled devices continue to evolve and the variety of

Geaux

devices available expands, this service will be a low-cost, high-return exercise
that will continue to build good will campuswide.
Since the program's inception it has become a great vehicle for coilaboration and community outreach. LSU ITS maintains an informal yet loosely
structured relationship with the departmental information technology support
providers (TSPs) across carnpus through the TSP program. Communication
through the TSP program remains key to the successful coordination of Geaux
WiFi and the securing of volunteers from the campus community. While the
service had only 30 voiunteers the first year, this number jumped to 50 in sub-

sequent years.
The service is advertised through the campus newspaper (The Reveille),
through screen savers and slides on campus screens, and via word of mouth.
Students and staff who are part of the Geaux WiFi effort wore stickers the lirst
couple of years to advertise the service across campus. The service is marketed
during the residence hall move-in as well as during orientation.
Planning, Leadership, and Management Support

In Fall 2007, the nonsecure wireless network (LSUWireless) was disabled, limiting students to view only the GROK knowledge base article on how to setup
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and use the new secure wireless network

wireless connectivity issues during a very

Geaux WiFi provides personal service for

(LSUSecure). In preparation for the rush
that the help desk always experiences in the
first two weeks of the fall semester, the departmental outreach group decided to help
out by setting up wireless assistance booths

high-volume work time. Geaux WiFi takes
place the first week of classes for the fall
semester. This is an unusually busy time for
the help desk as people return to campus
with problems ranging from forgotten

wireless connectivity during the first week

named Geaux WiFi which would be staffed

passwords to corrupted machines.

port of multiple operating systems. Geaux
WiFi enables the organization to track

by volunteers from centralized IT as well as

departmentai IT contacts which we refer to
as technoiogy support professionals (TSPs).
Geaux

WiFi has been well supported

by ITS leadership as it relies on the time

of

volunteers and has few real associated costs.
It is a high-prolile service that enables the
ITS help desk to continue providing other
assistance without being overwhelmed by

Geaux WiFi responds to items within
the university's community-driven IT
strategic plan, Flagship Information Technology Strategy (FITS), which was drafted
by the community in 2005. In particular,
FITS action item 3.01 states, "Support

of classes. The service is available in three
different locations for seven hours each day
for the entire week.
FITS action ttem 2.07 calls for the sup-

which operating systems are having more
difficulty with the wireless connections,
and ITS has been able to respond with a
different auto-connect tool that decreased
the number of devices having to rely on the

should be robust, easy to use, transparent,
and available in multiple levels based upon

specialized Geaux WiFi service. Geaux WiFi

the specific needs of the individual user."

f<rr the wireless

serves as an immediate feedback resource

environmen,.

,

Promotion ol Technology and Maturity Effort

LSU provides a first-rate information tech-

nology environment which includes robust
n ireless which n,as made secure in 2007 .

In keeping n ith the FITS, creating and
maintaining an abundant IT environment
is facilitated by the Geaux WiFi service.
ith the release of

line knowledge base) to provide connectivity to the majority of the campus. The

who brought their laptop in for support.
was larger than expected. These numbers
are as follows:

the 2005 transfer of e-mail services. The

organization recognized the importance

of using TSPs and had learned from this experience the need to have multiple stations
for support so as not to overwhelm the
help desk, especially during the very busy
first week of classes for the fall semester. In

2009: 423 laptops configured

=i=lJ=

GETTING

2010:

LSU ITS plans to continue this service so

The results showed us that the time we

long as the need exists. A sign-in sheet was
used to track the number of students, facu1ty, ar.rd staff who were helped, along with
the operatir.rg system they were using to determine if we were l-raving more problems
with a specific version of Windows or Mac.

'Ihis project resulted in

201
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team-buildir-rg

experience between centralized IT staffand

distributed IT staff, and it unburdened
very busy help desk.
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total government connecting.

A public service message from the U.S. Ceneral Services Administration.
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spent on this project was worth the effort.

USA.gov is your official source for federal, state and local government
information. From Social Security to product recalls, it's the place to find
the info you need. And now you can also share your ideas and opinions
with your government. To make your total government connection,
visit USA.gov.
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2007: 825 laptops configured
2008: 483 laptops configured

802.1x.
Quality, Pedormance, and Productivity Mea-

of supl.rort need with

The number of customers seeking help

(thanks in large part to the feedback of the

a new secure wireless

faced a similar 1evel

significant decrease in the number of users

auto connect tool has evolved over time

the technology wanting to connect through

standard for the campus. LSU ITS had

Equals

Over the course of three years, there was a

volunteers and the user community) as has

Geaux WiFi's implementation coincided
n

addition, an auto-connect tool was put in
place as was an array of GROK articles (on-
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Thanks to all the companies that support ACUTA as Corporate Affiliates!
our Corporate Affiliates provide meaningful support to the association and its members as they contribute valuable information
in sessions, in our publications, and on the listserv; provide personal attention and excellent customer service; and participate in our events

Year after year,

by presenting, exhibiting, sponsoring, and attending. As you have need of various products and services, we encourage you to include ACUTA
Corporate Affiliates in your RFVRFP solicitations. (Note: List of members as of 5/2/ 1 1)

Arcater.Lucent@
@omcost
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POLYCOM

1Call, Div. of AMTELCO

Avaya, lnc.

Mitel Networks

Siemens Communications, lnc.

Acme Packet

CEECO

ObjectTel

TESSCO Technologies, lnc.

Apogee

Ciena Corporation

ShoreTel, lnc.

Trapeze Networks

Aruba Networks

MAC Source Communications

Sidera Networks

Verizon Wireless

Micro Technology Services

Sentri

MicroCare Corporation
l\ilicrosemi

Skyline Group
snom technology

Aastra

CommuniTech Services
Compco, a PAETEC Company
Convergent Technologies Design Group
Conveyant Systems

Microsoft Corporation

SSB Networks

Acumen Telecom

CRI

MiCTA

Advanced Call Processing
Airwave Networks
Alertus Technologies

CSDNET
D&S Communications

Minuteman/Para Systems

Strategic Telecom Supply & Solutrons
Sumitomo Electric Lightwave Corp

Dietrich Lockard Group

MRV Communications

Allot Communications

Dux Public Relations

Mutare Solhvare

ANS Advanced Network Services

e2Campus By Omnilert
Eadhlink Business
Enterasys Networks
Executive Broadband Communications

Nebula Optics
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1 ETC, lnc.

A1 Teletronics

AVST: Applied Voice & Speech
Technologies
Berry, Dunn, l\/cNeil & Parker
Bitek lnternational
Black Box Resale Services
BlackBerry By Research in Motion
Blackboard
Bradford Networks
Brady Corporation
BridgeWave Communications
Callisto Communications
Campus TeleVideo

Cellular Specialties
Cetis
Cloudpath Networks
Code Blue Corporation
Common Voices

MIR3

ExteNet Systems

Optelian

Superior Essex
Syn-Apps
TAG Solutions
Talk-A-Phone Co.
TE Connectivity
Techni-Tool
Telecom Reseller
Telecom Technology Resellers

eZuce

Parlance Corp.

Telelvlate.Net Software

GAI-Tronics Corporation

Phybridge

Graybar
HaiVision Network Video
Hi Country Wire & Telephone

PosTrack Technoiogies

The Chronicle of Higher Education
The VIA Group
T-Metrics
TVC Communications

lnlinite Conlerencing
lntellifiber Networks, a PAETEC Co.
IPC Technologies

Networkcom Consulting, lnc.

Nextc Networks
Oberon

essional Computing Resources
essional System Services
Public Telephone

Prof
Prof

PWR
RAIVTEL

VALCOM

Vantage Technology Consulting Group
VERICOM Global Solutions
VistaOne Corporation
Walczak Technology Consultants

JTM Associates

RCC Consultants

JTS

RedSky Technologies

Lord & Co. Technologies

Relational Technology Solutions

Mapcom Systems
Matsch Systems

ReTele Communications

Windstream
Wyde Voice

SEI

Z-Band
ACI.JTA Journal
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Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis

of the wireless manager and the wireless

Since this project was done entirely u,ith

analyst is on hand to address any issues that

been the faculty and students who request

volunleer: in the IT cJmPus commrrnitv.
there were no costs associated rvith providing this additional service to wireiess

cannot be directly fixed at the Geaux WiFi

assistance connecting

stations.

LSUSe

Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date

customers. Members of the ITS help desk

IT resources that were already avail
able with an "all-hands-on deck" philoso
phy to work together and ease the transition from a nonsecure to a secure wireless
used

environment. The inclusion and expansion
of volunteers through the TSP program
has allowed us to offer the service each fall

In terms of unanticipated

challer-rges,

communication among the volunteers and
the consoliclation of knorvledge became
problernatic. This challenge was overcome
by the cornpilatiolr and broadcasting of a
daily digest of the problems and resolutions
of the day.

their devices to
cure. Of course, this also directly

benefits the help desk personnel lrrho are

not overwhelmed by requests for con-

nectivity assistance

as rvel1 as

the faculty,

staff, and stlrdents rvho do not havc to \\,ait

in long queues for nolr-wireless related
support. lhc r'ntire cJmpus conrmunitv
benefits from this program to some extcnt.
The first year that rve provided this
sen,ice, student government r'r,rote a forrnal

semester.

The key users in the project were:

Volunteers, coordinated through the
LSU ITS help desk, have fairly advanced IT
support skil1s, and their assistance is aug-

ager

mented by rvireless authentication articles
made available througl-r the (IROK or.rline

'

knolvledge base as rvcll as handouts pro

' Help desk analysts, tier-2

vided ahead of time. Common problems
and their solutions are shared through daily

. Karen Sirman, departnrental or-rtreach

'

The chief users of this program havc

Shannon Wall, Geaux WiFi project man

. Hector Rios, wireless manager

Dustin Hopkirrs, r'vireless analy.st
rvireless support

"thank you" to ITS for providing these
useful and convenient booths to assist
stuclents. A11 f-eedback for this service has
beerr positive from both the custorners and
the ITS help desk.
For more information, contact Sheri Thompson, lT

communications and planning officer ln LSU information
technology serv ces at sjt@lsu.edu.

a

manager

e-mai1 logs. The r,vireless team composed

Be a Published

Author!

Do you secretly long to see your name in print?
Have you ever thought about how impressed your colleagues,
your staff, and your boss would be if you had an article pub-

lished?

Wouldn't that credit look great on your resume?
The ACUTAJournal will help you turn these dreams into reality.
lf your campus has a story to tell, we will see that it gets printed
for all the world to see (well, all the ACUTA world anyway).

Call or e-mail editor Pat Scott at 859 1278-3338 x221 or

pscott@acuta.org. Your next great accomplishment is just a few
words away!
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2011 Award*
M,

tr,i*Award,
Harvey "Buck" Buchanan, Florida State University
The Bill D. Morris Award is given each year to a member who exemplifies the ideals for
which the late president is honored: dedication, vision, professionalism, and leadership. At
the Annual Conference in April, Matt Arthur provided details explaining how Buck's contribution in each area has been outstanding.
Dedication: Since joining ACUTA in 1992, Buck has served on several committees, task
forces, panels, and on the Board, including as ACUIAs president. He has also been a favorite presenter at ACUTA events through the years.
Vision: As president, Buck had the vision to recognize that our volunteer structure needed
to reflect more closely the evoiving technology environment. Changes he recommended will
allow more voiunteers to share in movirrg ACUTA forward in the years to come.
Professionalism: "Buck's respect for others and their opinions is without peer," Matt told
conference attendees at the award ceremony. "His care, consideration, and constant effort

toward any task no matter how small or large sets the standard for us all; and his ability to
see beyond the daily strife of life in the office and embrace strategies like the 'FISH' philosophy for his fellow employees tells us all about this man."
Leadership: As Matt stated, "Over my lifetime I have seen leaders both good and bad..., but
I don't know that I have ever met anyone who allowed his leadership to work so completely

through his own personality. Simply said, he accepted it within the context of who he is
without changing in the process."

congratulations to Buck, who has made friends and influenced people in a very big way.
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Corinne Hoch, Columbia University
This award was created in 2001 , to recognize outstanding leadership among the ACUTA
membership and to honor the memory of ACUTA past president Ruth Michalecki for her
leadership of ACUTA and the information communications technology profession.
The Awards Committee selected Corinne Hoch, ACUTA Emeritus member formerly
Columbia University, as the 2011 recipient of this award.

of

A member of ACUTA for 21 years, Corinne has served in numerous leadership positions
including her service as President of the association in 2008-2009. Corinne has had a
profound impact on numerous members as she often helped mentor and assist new professionals. Her many presentatior-rs at ACUTA events have had lasting impacts on how schools
manage projects.
as President, Corinne was integral to shaping and moving ACUTAs
strategic plan forward and led the way to many improvements for the membership that are

During her tenure

currently underway.
Even in her recent retirement, Corinne continued to give to ACUTA as an Emeritus member

serving on the ACUTA Ambassadors Task Force. In May, she accepted the Board's invitation
to become ACUTAs Interim Executive Director, and so she continues to be a vital part of
the organization.
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Laster: As I mentioned, HBS previously

Laster: I spend a Iarge amount of thinking

pus to support future technologies, what

operated on a "Here's what we can and

technology changes do you see for your
campus as you look forward five to seven

complex and rapidly evolving technology

about and conceptualizing new ways that
HBS can authentically weave technology
into the education process. There is tre-

landscape, that model is no longer realistic.

mendous development taking place in the

It doesn't help our staff grow, and it

creates

area of pedagogy. This is shaping a whole

Laster: As I look to the future, I see the
walls of the classroom continuing to come

frustration for the end user. Our support
services have evolved into highly collaborative partnerships with students, faculty, and
staff. It is extremely important that we be
viewed as a smart, reliable, and open partner to the members of our campus. The

host of new teaching dynamics, many of
which are dependent on technology. The

can't do" model of support. In today's

HBS Technology Support Services team
delivers hands-on trainings and one-onone tutorials on a daily basis. We have also
created a deep repository of help informa-

tion, how-to guides, instructional videos,
and up-to-date news on IT developments
that our campus partners have access to
24-7 .We feel that it is extremely important
that we keep open, ongoing, and engaging dialogue with our customers. This has

way today's students learn combined with

what our campus needs from a collaboration standpoint could not have been
imagined five to ten years ago. We are using
vast amounts of creative energy to develop
a technological ecosystem that will redefine
how the members of our campus learn,
teach, collaborate, and work.

years?

down. Students and faculty will collaborate
in a learning environment that crosses into
new schools, countries, and societies. Further, learning has been digitally extended
through time and distance. It is no longer

limited to the lecture hail, it happens across
all areas of the campus. Technology is the

Iinchpin that enables all of this.
ACUTA: How are you readying the campus
for these changes?

ACUTA: What is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy for
addressing this issue?
Laster: This issue opens up a tremendous

Laster: HBS has implemented the funda-

mental support infrastructure necessary to
deliver the type of high bandwidth usage
that comes with such a disparate popula-

amount of opportunity for HBS, but
also creates an environment of continual
change. We have observed that students
are very open to this type of change, likely
due to their affinity for new, cutting-edge
technologies. However, faculty and staff
have so many other important things on
which to focus that ongoing technology

tion. We are also building collaboration
tools and platforms that will support crossgeographic learning. Some of these tools
are ready today, but we expect that as needs
evolve and grow this development process
will be an ongoing effort. We work closely

campus?

changes can be disruptive. They need to be

offerings. This is a critical component in

Laster: Our main focus is to meet the IT
demands of our campus while, at the same
time, we maintain a healthy amount of
room for IT innovation. While budget is
always something we think about, these
areas never fall out of focus. To achieve

able to rely on the technology they have to

influencing how we set strategy.

helped us build confidence and trust in the
services we offer.

ACUTA: Since higher education seems to
be perpetually in challenging budget times,
what is your most important financial
issue? How are you addressing it on your

this, and do so cost effectively, we spend
time assessing business processes and areas
of our environment that are not essential
to operations. With these areas identified,
we review alternatives that will free up
resources across the organization, such as
collapsing and eliminating technology plat-

forms, bringing unnecessary platforms into
the end-of-life phase, and evaluating hosted
services that will help us offset some of our
current operations. This is something we
continually look at, not just to help us address budget issues, but more importantly,
to help address demand for innovation.
ACUTA: Aside from funding, what issue are
you, as the CIO, currently spending most of
your time addressing?

get the

job done. Therefore, one of our top

goals is to develop and seek out tools that
are

intuitive and easy-to-use for a wide

set

of individuals.
As we manage these ongoing changes

with the campus to solicit and process feedback on areas where we need to advance

We see ourselves as operating in a twopart cycle: production factory and research
and development. In the production

factory realm, we offer the rock-solid user
experiences and services needed to support

across campus, we have taken a hands-on

today's requirements. On the R&D side,

approach to educating faculty and staff on

we

the work we are doing. At HBS, we conduct

and students to evaluate and test different

regular communications outreach to keep

ways of teaching, learning, and collaborat-

them up-to-date on what is happening and
hold ongoing learning and development
sessions to help them get familiar with new
and existing tools. Our goal is to ensure
that they see how the work we are doing
will help them operate more efficiently
and effectively. At the end of the day, we're
seeking to evolve how we teach, collaborate,
and work at HBS. We want to bring the
entire campus on that journey.

ing. As we find successful innovations they

work closely with willing faculty, staff,

then enter the production factory to be
rolled out to the campus. It is a continual
cycle that feeds itself on the same principles
we strive

for across lhe campus-ongoing

learning, collaboration, and innovation.
ACUTA thanks Stephen Laster {or sharing his insights

and experiences with us.

a

ACUTA: Given that a key function of the
CIO's responsibility is preparing the cam-
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Q & A with the CIO
ACUTA: Much of the technology we now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions
about your technology infrastructure have
been affected by this and how?
Laster: The introduction of these technologies has created an excellent environment for learning and information sharing.
H istorical ly, higher education institutions,
Harvard Business School (HBS) among

ACUTA: Freshmen at most institutions today are far more extensive users of technol-

ogy than those of even five years ago. What
is the most challenging technical aspect this

presents for your campus?

to these devices you will enhance learning,
collaboration, and day-to-day productiv-

Laster: We see this as a challenge and an

but we have also increased our training
and development for end users to ensure
they know how to keep themselves secure.
This is a critical necessity in balancing the
risk and reward of having these devices
on campus. An educated user is your best
resource.
New electronics and mobile technologies have also led us to become more agile
as an

IT organization. These technolo-

gies come and go, and we must keep pace

with innovation. HBS has developed an
infrastructure that is adaptive and welcoming of new technologies. This allows us to
deliver students and faculty the services
they want and need through the delivery
methods that work best for them. We also
offer detailed support catalogs to help
empower users to leverage new technologies on their own. We no longer operate on
I

make every eflort to accommodate the user.
While we are stronger on certain platforms,
our support teams go above and beyond to
provide service across all the devices our
users bring on campus.

an understanding that by providing access

on ensuring our environment is equipped
to protect student and organizational data.
Due to the nature of these devices, the
security and privacy issue has become far
more complex than in years past. You can
no longer just push things behind a firewall
and forget about them. At HBS we have
implemented many technology solutions
to address privacy and security concerns,

Summer zot

fixed model where we say "Here is what

them, have always been very open. There is

ity. However, we are also heavily focused
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we support and here is what we don't." We
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opportunity. We are

a

business school, so

we don't have freshman, but do find that
each new class comes

in more tech sawy

and device friendly than the last. This is a
good thing for several reasons. First and

foremost, it keeps our team fresh and on
the cutting edge. In essence, we have to
keep pace with the level of technology

innovation happening around us. Increasingly more tech-sawy students and faculty
are at the forefront of this innovation. Our
goal is to drive an IT strategy that will not
just support the needs of the HBS campus
today, but prepare our organization for the
next iteration of disruptive technologies.
As a result, we find that more and more,
partner
we
with students, faculty, and staff
to shape how we use technology at HBS. We
are now taking a tiered approached to how
we deliver services separating data, business

logic, and user presentation. This allows
us to mash up these areas and created a
personalized user experience that is more
relevant and timely for each person on the
HBS campus. It is the increasing know-how

ofour

users that helps us get better at this

each day.

ACUTA: In what ways has this affected how
you deliver support services?
continued on page 43
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the way you do ResNet.
lncreasingly, the role of lT is changing to accommodate the growing demands of student networking. Constant policy enforcement, virus containrnent and the never-ending pursuit of bandwidth
play a larger role now than ever before. Consequently, more universities are finding that the work
of being an ISP is overtaking other priorities, and becoming a significant drain on departrnent
budgets, staff and time, and a distraction from core pursuits.

Thatt why so many schools are choosing to join with Apogee

as

their trusted network partner.

Apogee frees you from the growing burden of managing your network and allows you to focus on

the mission-critical tasks of the university. Our network solutions are tailored to fit the evolving
needs of your €ampus network, and change as your needs change. We work with you to collabora-

tively define your service requirements and implement a plan for network development, providing
more control over your network and enabling you to position strategically for future growth,
Better service, better support and better administration begin with network partnership.

ry

Hear schools discurs iheir views on network partnership online at
www.apog€enet.net, *r cail ur at 1 {877} 478-8858 for more information
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Why add costly new PoE switches to support high
power devices when you can upgrade using your
existing Ethernet infrastructure?
The solution: low-cost PowerDsine@ Hi-PoErM Gigabit

Midspans'

Easy lnstallation, Simply connect HiPoE Midspans
to your existing switches to supply up to 72 watts
of power for 802.11n access points, pantilt-zoom
security cameras, lP phones and more. At about $50
a port, you'll save a bundle
and boost the return on
- network.
investment from your existing

More Reliable. Partnered with PowerDsine
Midspans, your mission critical switches operate cooler,
more reliably handling what they were designed for
communicating data. They won't require bigger, hotter
just
supplies
to power 802.11n devices.

Energy Efficient, PowerDsine Midspans only deliver
the power each device actually needs. Only when
it's needed. Our exclusive PowerView ProrM network
management feature enables re-booting, individual port
on/off, timed shutdown of unused devices, and much
more. All controlled remotely.
Discover for yourself how easy, reliable and affordable
HiPoErM Midspan upgrades can be at:
http ://www.m icrosem i.com/Powerdsi ne.
More power. Less cost.

&

Microsemi.

